1. During the IRG#35 in Macao, the Computer Chinese Characters Encoding Workgroup submitted the IRGN 1739, which includes the evidences of characters submitted by Macao SAR. The evidences from Identification Services Bureau and Legal Affairs Bureau were shown in the IRG#35 meeting. We would like to work with IRG members for the inclusion of our characters submitted in CJK Ext. E in this meeting (except those included in CJK Ext. C already).

2. To successfully implement the MISCS\(^1\) unification standard, our Workgroup is studying the encoding scheme (the feasibility of PUA in ISO 10646) and preparing related documents. We are going to review the technical implementation, such as input methods, fonts and code conversion system. We will also liaise with industrial partners for their support before publication. We target to publish the MISCS this year, and Macao public departments will use it as the information exchange encoding standard.
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\(^1\) The Macao Information Systems Character Set (MISCS) is a character set that Macao public departments use to exchange information. It is based on ISO/IEC 10646 standard plus the characters in Macao Supplementary Character Set (MSCS).